Mayfair Library
History
Mayfair Library is an historic building in the heart of Mayfair, ideally
placed for great hotels, restaurants and cafes nearby. It is also right next
door to Mount Street Gardens which works very well for group
photography and couple portraits.
Mayfair Library became the temporary venue for Westminster Register
Office in 2014. Bookings for Old Marylebone Town Hall re-opened at the
end of 2017 and the first ceremony was held in January 2018.
Ceremonies at Mayfair Library are now winding down and new
bookings are unlikely.
Mayfair Library required urgent roof repairs in 2017 and is currently
covered by scaffolding. The front has been overlaid with a photo wrap
(of the library) which hides the scaffolding very effectively.
It does make it darker inside and I thoroughly recommend asking for the
blinds to be raised to their full height if you are employing a professional
photographer.

Rooms
Mayfair Library It has two quiet and romantic ceremony rooms on the
first floor:
Mayfair Room – the larger room has a long aisle and seating for up to
38. It has windows down the entire length of one side of the room
making it lovely and light. It has a period stained glass bay window at
the ceremony end overlooking Mount Street Gardens. It has two vases
with stylish cream and green silk flowers sat on the impressive
ceremony table.
Ceremony capacity: 38
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Mayfair Library
Rooms (cont.)
Marylebone Room – the smaller room seats up to 22 guests and has a
period stained glass bay window at the ceremony end overlooking
Mount Street Gardens. It has an original feature fireplace, bookshelves at
the entrance end, and cream and green silk floral displays on the
ceremony table and in front of the window.
Ceremony capacity: 22

Access
There is no disabled access at Mayfair Library. It has 5 steps leading to
the building itself and a flight of 30 steps to the first floor.

Travel
Car: you can drop off and pick up on the quiet South Audley side street
although there is no parking
Underground: Marble Arch, Bond Street or Green Park all around a five
to ten minute walk
Bus: 2, 16, 74, 137 get off at Dorchester Hotel
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